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1 Introduction
The Directive 2002/91/EC of the European Parliament and Council on energy efficiency of buildings ordered to verify energy consumption of buildings, to cut down and certify the energy performance of buildings. Energy consumption of buildings depends on the HVAC systems to a higher degree such as air-conditioning systems.

2 Outdoor air condition as a probability variable
From the perspective of air conditioning technology the key attributes of outdoor air are temperature, humidity and enthalpy. These values randomly vary from minute to minute. The probability theory starts from the bulk of the elementary results of some experiments (e.g.: air temperature measurement). One single real number can be attributed to each elementary event
(the measured temperature). The correlation interpreted with this attribution is called the probability variable. We can talk about discrete and continuous distribution probability variable. The air condition values can take any value within a range and may be regarded as a continuous probability variable. A probability variable may have an expected value, dispersion, distribution and density function.

A probability variable with a continuous distribution is characterized by the distribution \( F(x) \) and density \( f(x) \) functions.

The probability that the value of probability variable is between \( a \) and \( b \):

\[
P(a < x < b) = \int_{a}^{b} f(x)dx \tag{1}
\]

The distribution function shows the probability of \( t \) probability variable taking a value less than \( x \):

\[
F(x) = P(t < x) \tag{2}
\]

The distribution functions of outdoor air parameters (temperature, enthalpy) can be applied for determine the actual energy consumption of air handling units \[5\]. The temperature, humidity and enthalpy of outdoor air can be accounted continuous distribution probability variable that can be converged as Gauss distribution \[6\].

Calculation of heating energy consumption it is necessary to take account of variation of outdoor air parameters (temperature, humidity and enthalpy) that vary in daily and season period \[7,8\]. Making energy calculation of a building, the outdoor air condition values can be regarded as a probability variable \[9\] that has momentary, maximum, minimum and average values, distribution function which can be defined according daily, weekly, monthly and annual period. We can make more refinements by define a daytime period (07-19 hours) and a continuous operation (0-24 hours) of air handling units. Two distribution functions are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, in that a daytime (07-19 hours) period and nightly period (19-07 hours) can be seen. Any point of functions shows the hours and the percentage of the term when temperature or enthalphy of outdoor air was lower than the examined point. It follows that the \( t_{\text{tot}} \) term which concerns to the 100% distribution is equal to the reference period. By integral calculation the air handling process is taken into account in Mollier enthalpy chart.

Integral always can be calculated by the area under the functions during determination of cooling and heating energy consumption. In view of annual energy consumption operational costs can be calculated by knowledge of power and heat cost.

3 The physical and mathematical model

An air handling unit contains two main groups of elements: supply and exhaust units. The main parts of an air handling unit: filter, heat recovery unit, pre-heater, re-heater, cooler, by-pass, adiabatic humidifier, fans \[11,12\]. In this article determination of heating energy consumption in winter time is published in the case of a few air handling units (AHUs) that are built up from the above-mentioned elements.

The general connecting diagram of AHUs is shown in Fig. 3. Without heat recovery and by-pass a classical fresh air supplied AHU comes into being.
The signs of Fig. 3. are the followings:

- **PH**: pre-heater
- **RH**: re-heater
- **C**: cooler
- **AH**: adiabatic humidifier
- **HR**: heat recovery (cross flow heat exchanger)
- **BP**: by-pass (for air recirculation)
- **V**: ventilator
- **F**: filter
- **SH**: shutter against the rain

Fig. 4. demonstrates the flowchart of four air handling units in Mollier enthalpy chart: a fresh air supplied AHU, with an air recirculation (BP) and adiabatic humidifier working AHU and both of them with heat recovery.

### 3.1 Energy consumption of heaters:

\[
Q_H = \rho \cdot c_{pa} \cdot V \int_{t_{0}}^{t_{H}} F(t_o) \, dt; \quad \text{kJ/year} \tag{3}
\]

where:

- \(\rho\): kg/m\(^3\) air density
- \(c_{pa}\): kJ/kg°C specific heat capacity of air on fixed pressure
- \(V\): m\(^3\)/h air flow rate in heater
- \(F(t_o)\): distribution function of outdoor air temperature
- \(t_{H}\): °C air temperature after the heater

### 3.2 Energy consumption of fan:

\[
W_{fan} = \int \frac{\dot{V}_{S} \cdot \Delta P_{tf}}{\eta_{f}} \, d\tau; \quad \text{kJ/year} \tag{4}
\]

where:

- \(\dot{V}_{S}\): m\(^3\)/h supply air flow rate delivered by fan
- \(\Delta P_{tf}\): Pa the pressure loss of air handling unit
- \(\eta_{f}\): total efficiency of the fan

### 3.3 Energy consumption of pump:

\[
W_{pump} = \int \frac{\dot{V}_{water} \cdot \Delta P_{tp}}{\eta_{p}} \, d\tau; \quad \text{kJ/year} \tag{5}
\]

where:

- \(\dot{V}_{water}\): m\(^3\)/h supply water flow rate delivered by pump
- \(\Delta P_{tp}\): Pa lift of the pump
- \(\eta_{p}\): total efficiency of the pump

Integration has to be calculated concerning the annual operation time. Peculiarities of AHUs working are continuous operation (0-24 hours) and intermittent operation (07-19 hours). During the energy consumption calculation of fan and pump integration can be determined easily thereby values of the working point data (\(\dot{V}_{S}, \Delta P_{tf}, \dot{V}_{water}, \Delta P_{tp}\)) are taken into consideration as constants.
3.4 Fresh air supplied air handling unit with heat recovery, pre-heater and re-heater (FAS-HR AHU)

Operation parameters of AHU with pre-heater and re-heater are shown on the distribution function of outdoor air temperature from October until March in Fig. 5. The signs of the figure are the followings:

- $F(t_{01})$: temperature distribution function after heat recovery,
- $t_R$: °C: air temperature after the heat recovery which can be calculated by indoor and outdoor air temperature and technological parameters of heat recover unit,
- $t_{PH}$: °C: air temperature after the pre-heater,
- $t_{RH}$: °C: air temperature after the re-heater,
- $t_s$: °C: temperature of supply air,
- $t_i$: °C: temperature of indoor air,
- $t_G$: °C: temperature of outgoing air,
- $t_O$: °C: temperature of outdoor air.

Operations parameters of heat recover unit, for air handling units that are in intermittent operation (07-19 hours). Distributions that apply to half day have to be used for air handling units that are in continuous operation (0-24 hours). The areas which are shown in Fig. 5 are proportional to energy consumption of the elements of air handling unit (PH, RH) and the energy saving of heat recovery (HR).

3.5 Air handling unit with pre-heater, air recirculation, adiabatic humidifier and re-heater (REC-AH AHU)

The order of the air handling elements is: PH + BP + AH + RH

The air temperature after the adiabatic humidifier ($t_A$) can be determined by winter air handling process on Mollier h-x chart. Fig. 6 shows the energy consumption of air handling elements.

Energy consumption of pre-heater:

$$Q_{PH} = \rho \cdot c_p a \cdot \bar{V} \int_{t_R}^{t_{PH}} F(t_{01}) \, dt; \text{kJ/year}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Energy consumption of re-heater:

$$Q_{RH} = \rho \cdot c_p a \cdot \bar{V} \int_{t_G}^{t_{PH}} F(t_{01}) \, dt; \text{kJ/year}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The areas shown in Fig. 5 are proportional to energy consumption of the elements of air handling unit and the energy saving of heat recovery. In a similar way there is possibility to set up a physical and mathematical model of other air handling unit.

The $\tau_{tot}$ term which concerns to the 100% distribution has to be used for air handling units that are in continuous operation (0-24 hours). Distributions that apply to half day have to be used for air handling units that are in intermittent operation (07-19 hours). The areas which are shown in Fig. 5 are proportional to energy consumption of the elements of air handling unit (PH, RH) and the energy saving of heat recovery (HR).

**Fig. 5.** Fresh air supplied air handling unit with heat recovery, pre-heater and re-heater in winter time (FAS AHU)
Energy consumption of re-heater:

\[ Q_{RH} = \rho \cdot c_{pa} \cdot V_{RH} \int_{t_1}^{t_2} F(t) dt + \frac{(t_s - t) \cdot \mu_{tot}}{2} \] ; kJ/year

where:

\[ V_{RH} : \text{m}^3/\text{h} \] : air flow rate in re-heater

The calculation of heating energy consumption can be seen in the above-mentioned air handling units. Energetic analysis can be made in any air handling units in a similar manner with the help of the presented physical and mathematical methods and equations.

3.6 Energy consumption of analyzed air handling units

The energy consumption of four air handling units were analyzed by the developed method. Energetic analysis was made in total heating season which takes from October until March and in the interest of exact energetic calculation was made particularly in a daytime period (07-19 hours) and a nightly period (19-7 hours). The four analyzed air handling units can be seen below:

1. Fresh air supplied AHU (FAS AHU)
2. Fresh air supplied AHU with heat recovery (FAS-HR AHU)
3. AHU with air recirculation and adiabatic humidifier (REC-AH AHU)
4. AHU with air recirculation and adiabatic humidifier and heat recovery (REC-AH-HR AHU)

The heating energy consumption of the air handling units can be seen in the daytime and nightly period in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Heating energy consumption at night from October until March (19-07)

On the basis of the new theoretical method it was possible to estimate the energy savings for each air handling unit to take into account heat recovery and heat recirculation. Daytime and nightly energy consumptions of the four air handling units have been analyzed by the developed methods from October until March. Results of energetic analysis are presented in Table 1. Results show that energy savings are significant and applying of air-recirculation and heat recovery energy saving can be 79%.

Table 1. Rates of energy savings from October until March (00-24 hours)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AHU</th>
<th>Energy saving [MJ/year]</th>
<th>[%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. FAS AHU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. FAS-HR AHU</td>
<td>1 417 239</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. REC-AH AHU</td>
<td>2 102 541</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. REC-AH-HR AHU</td>
<td>2 916 135</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusions

Outdoor air parameters randomly vary from minute to minute. These values can be regarded as a probability variable therefore energy consumption of air handling units can be determined by probability theory model. In the interest of energetic evaluation of AHUs a probability theory model was developed. The physical and mathematical model was made according to each air handling units.

The developed model is an appropriate method to determine energy consumption of air handling units in annual and in monthly period. Calculations can be made in reference to daytime operation (07-19 hours) and nightly operation (19-7 hours). The mathematical model is based on the distribution functions of outdoor air. These distribution functions can be found in the literature. During our research temperature and enthalpy distribution functions were used that are in reference to Budapest and were average of measured temperatures and enthalpy between 1964-1972. In consequence of changes in the microclimatic conditions outdoor air warming up can be noticed. In our department outdoor air parameters (temperature, humidity) are measured continuously. In this manner energetic analysis can be also made with the current outdoor air parameters.
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